One Way Terra Acquires + Retains Users
How Terra helped 2,000 community members receive 9,300 LUNA.
54% had never touched LUNA before, and 97% of the LUNA remains
in the ecosystem.

Flipside and Terra partnered to launch Community-Enabled Analytics.
To date, 2,000 community members have received 9,300 LUNA, and were onboarded into the
ecosystem as part of this program. 54% had never touched LUNA before — and 97% of the
LUNA still circulates in the ecosystem today.

CEA, Not CIA
Community-Enabled Analytics, or CEA, allow protocols to accelerate growth by placing on-chain
analysis tools in the hands of community members. These users are empowered to produce
crowd-sourced insights and create data dashboards while earning rewards.
Beginning on June 24, 2021, Flipside sourced insight needs from Terra and the broader
community of $LUNAtics, then transformed them into structured, difficulty-defined bounties for
analysts to solve.

A sampling of our Terra Bounty questions
These questions led to insights on airdrops in the Terra ecosystem, new user activity, validator
slashing, and more.
Submissions were graded for quality, and successful, high-quality submissions were rewarded
in $LUNA via a direct multi-wallet autopayment system developed by Flipside.

Anchor Airdrop Analysis by @shreyashpatodia, Descipher, and Kida

Mirror Airdrop Analysis by RyanL and @scottincrypto

Pylon Airdrop Analysis by @TZMCrypto and @sem1d5

New User Activity by @shreyashpatodia

Terra: Validator Slashing by @shreyashpatodia

Onboarding and Educating New Users
Flipside also provided solutions for users to engage with Terra chain data. Data Cheat Codes
and an Ecosystem Diagram were developed to onboard new participants and drive exploration
of the Terra ecosystem.

Terra Data Cheat Codes
This program also led to the creation of the Terra Insights Console, featuring data on the
ecosystem, its users, protocols, tokens, and more.

Terra Insights Console

Yield from Terra Delegation Funds CEA

This program was funded via a yield generation model; 500,000 LUNA was delegated to
Flipside to stake on a validator node.
This delegation currently delivers ~6% yield, funding the bounty payments. This yield also funds
the management of the program. Net: in a win-win-win scenario, no $LUNA was spent to run
the program (win), #LUNAtics received $LUNA for efforts (win) and Flipside was able to cover
costs to manage the program (win). Effective usage of the Treasury, building vs. spending.

97% of distributed LUNA stays in circulation
Bounty programs, scavenger hunts, and other tools proved effective at bringing increased
attention and new users.
After diving deep into analytics and completing a bounty, users stick around and native tokens
circulate, remaining in the ecosystem.

Conclusion: Delegation + Education = New Terra Users
A delegation leads to yield. That yield helps fund education in the form of bounties. The results
are perpetual, on-demand, industry-needed analytics, alongside the acquisition and retention of
new community members. The Future of France

indeed.

